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Houston Hosts Smart City Tech Conference
Greater Houston Partnership, the City of Houston and TechStreet Houston Team Up to Host
Inaugural Technology Conference

HOUSTON (November 19, 2013) – The City of Houston has teamed up with
TechStreet Houston to offer a full-day conference with onsite workshops, tech expos
and a Mayor Roundtable. It is a non-traditional meetup on steroids with over 2,000
attendees expected.
TechStreet Houston takes place Wednesday, November 20, 2013 at the George R.
Brown Convention Center in the heart of downtown Houston, Texas. Innovators,
developers, and tech leaders are coming together to learn, share, showcase and
promote their creative ideas, expertise, and technologies.
Houston is the fourth largest and second fastest-growing metro area (Forbes) in the
United States and is ideally positioned for expansion and innovation. Software
developers, venture capitalists and accelerators are finding Houston to be a great place
for work and play
“The Greater Houston Partnership is proud to be a sponsor of Total Energy USA and
Tech Street Houston, two innovative conferences that have combined forces to present
a platform to cultivate smarter citizens, communities and businesses, said Greater
Houston Partnership President & CEO Bob Harvey. “Houston is fast becoming a true
hot bed of innovation and technological breakthroughs, especially in energy, life
sciences and healthcare. These breakthroughs will attract jobs, investment and talent
to our region now and into the future."
The conference is free of charge and open to the general public. To learn more visit
www.techstreethouston.com.
###
About TechStreet Houston
TechStreet Houston is an open and collaborative platform for the community to learn, share, showcase
and promote their creative ideas, expertise, and technologies. This event will leverage the collective
intelligence of our corporations, entrepreneurs, educators, citizens, residents and students to increase
innovation, improve commercialization, and expand Houston’s entrepreneurial footprint.

